CEN 6070 will be offered in a flexible way in the summer of 2004. The course will be offered in regular live lecture format and also as recorded video. Students may register either for the live section (CEN 6070/002) which will be taught in our superb video production facility in UNF’s new Science and Engineering Building (Building 50), or for the distance learning (DL) section (CEN6070/003).

Students registered for the live section (002) will attend class in 50/3014 on Monday and Wednesday, May 10-August 4. Those who register for the DL section may arrange with the FEEDS Office (50/3200, tel: 620-2695) to view recorded lectures in 50/3118, our new video viewing facility. CD’s may also be available for checkout for use elsewhere.

Students in the DL section must stay on the same lecture schedule as the live section students, but the DL students will have time-shifting flexibility in viewing the lectures. DL students will be able to attend live classes if enough seats are available there, and live class students may view videos if they have to miss a live class.

All students will follow the same syllabus, test schedule, and work assignments. Since all constraints are not known at this time, some details concerning time and place of exams for DL students will be addressed soon after the course begins.